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\ 1{ this English
In the trenches of World War I, a poet was born when
soldier began writing about the things he saw

during his tour of duty. For 10 points, name this author of
the
poems "Dulce et Decorum est" and "Disabled" who was
./
killed a short time before the war ended.
A: Wilfred Owen

r

This man, known as the Restoration king, was a genial
and accessible monarch who was a dignified figure with a
swarthy appearance. FTP name him.

a..

I pointsTest
your knowledge of children s literature. For
apiece, name the
books that comprise the Chronicles

~

A. De.bonair Charles II

0)
~

.

5

I

5

of prydain series created by Lloyd Alexander, and for 5
additional points, name the book in the series that won
Alexander the Newberry Medal for excellence in children's
literature.
A: l)The BQok of Three
2)The Black Cauldron
3)rhe Caatle of Llyr
4)~arau

(~
Y

Wandere~

5)The High King·Newberry Award Winner

Pile drivers, leg drops, full Nelsons, and figure-four
leg locks. If you're familiar with these terms, you1ll know
the answer to this question. For 10 points, name the
wrestler who held the WWF (World Wrestling Federation)
Heavyweight Championship 'belt for longer than any other
wrestler.
A: Bob Backland.

t'J0

"Look out Doctor, here come the Daleksll.

If this phrase

V~ means anything to you, you're probably a fan of the world1s

longest-running science fiction television show, "Doctor
Who". For five points each, with a possibility of 25 POiflts
total, name 5 of the 8 actors who have played the role of the
Doctor on the television program "Doctor Who". For 5 extra
points, (2) name the infamous date (month and day) that the
show premiered on in 1963.
A: 1) William Hartnel~
-=
Patriek ~roughton
Jon Pertwee/
Tom

2)

Baker ./

-

Peter Davison
Colin Baker
Sylvester'b!cco~

Richard Hundrill

It premiered on Nov.22, 1963, (the day Kennedy was
killed) .
-

It's being used by the California Highway Patrol (CHP)
and the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED) in
their Glock brand handguns. The DEA and other government
agencies are conside~ing adopting it as their regulation
round. For 10 points, name this type of ammunition that
debuted in 1990 and is currently the "hottest" load on the
market.
A:

_40 S&W (Forty Caliher Smith an4 wesson)

Quick! It's 1066 and Edward the Confessor has just
died, leaving Anglo-Saxon Britain with no king. You know
that William the Conqueror eventually takes over after his
victory at the Battle of Hastings, but do you know who else
vied for the throne? For 20 points (10 points a piece), name
the two major players besides William who tried to claim the
throne as their own.
A:

1) Harold Goldwinsop.
2) Harold Rar~rada
(Ac~eptable

CI"V

btaA"d Ld . :n::.

answer: Tostig)

,~
A qMestion for all you military hardware freaKS. One of
~ America's greatest military strengths has been its missle
.

systems. For 5 points a piece, with a possibility of 20
points, give the full names that these missile acronyms stand
for: (1) SRAM', (2) ALCM, (3) SLCM, (4) GLCM.
A: 1) SaAM: short-range attack missile
2) ALCM: air-launched cruise missile~~
3) SLCH: sea-launcbe~ cruise Dissile~
4) GLCM.: ground '- launched cruise missile./
Take me out to the ballgame, take me out to the crowd.
For you fans of the green diamond, this is a chance to catch
a total of 30 points. For 10 points, name (1) the last
major-leaguer to hit .400 or above. For another 10, name (2)
the person who has come closest to hitting .400 Since then.
Also, for an additional 5 points a piece, name (3) the year
he accomplished this feat and (4) his batting average that
year.
/
A:

(
,~

1)

Ted Williams

2)

Geor~e

(1941)·

Brett/

3) 1980
4)

-:390

w~th

For a quick 10 points, let's talk organic chemistry.
a primary alcohol with pcc, what carbon fonn do
you form?
A: An aldehy~e

",~reacting

-

r-

,

For a quick 10 points, how many hydrogens are there in
the structure of napthalene7
A: 8

---

Let's talk in~unoglobins. For a total of 25 points, all
or none, correctly arrange these immunoglobins in decreasing
order from highest to lowest mean serum concentration in
human beings. IgA, 19D, IgE, IgG, and IgM.

/·
1

A!

IgG,

Ig'M,

IgA,

IgD,

IgB.

Take a quick look at the sky. It I S a bird, it I S a
plane, NO-it's the farthest planet from the sun right now.
For 10 points, name it.

.

A: Neptune

For 10 quick points, in which philosophical dissertation
did Aristotle espouse his theory that friendship should be
based on the virtue of .the other person.
A: Nicomachean Ethics

During President Bush's recent trip to Asia, he met with
the current (as of February 5, 1992) Prime Minister of Japan.
Why is the phrase above contained in parentheses? Because
the Japanese have changed prime ministers three times in the
past three years. For 10 points each and a possible total of
40 big points, name (1) the current prime minister and (2-4)
the previous three prime ministers.
A: 1) K!ich! Miy&zawa
2) Toshiki:K&i!u ~3) 'Ono
4) NOboru Takeshit
Q~

D

~so

you think that ou know something about college
In the
90 National Bas~etball Association
draft, fo
players from the same college were chosen in the
first roun. For 0 points, (1) name the college and for 5
pointS apiece
-5) name the players who made up this
fabulous four
A: 1) nive ity of Michigan
2) Sean Hi
ns

basketh~ll?

~

Terry Mill

4) Rumeal~n on
5) Loy Vaug

y/
'
How close have the united
;xrl the years? For a quick points,

.

Stat :8 and Canada been over

10
give the name of the first
treaty ever signed between these neighbors.

A: The

Hali~ut

Treaty

Match the following parts of the flag of the United
Kingdom with the (a) part of the kingdom that they symbolize
and (b) the names of the saints associated with each. (Each
correct answer is worth 5 points)

[NOTE: THE NAMES OF THE SAINTS MtJsrr BE MATCHED CORRECTLY
TO THE PART OF FLAG THAT CORRESPONDS TO THEIR LAND. CREDIT
CANNOT BE GIVEN FOR A CORRECT MATCH OF THE SAINT AND LAND IF
THEY ARE NO~. IDENTIF'IED WITH THE CORRECT PART OF THE Fu.G.]

,

1) Th~Are~ cross ~ the middle of tll,e flag

a} England

2} The wlU:te cr~ss

Scotland /' b) St. And.rew
3) The thinner, diagonal rea cross
a) Ireland b) St. Patriek
-=-------a)

~
/

b) St. George /'

/
.

The popularity of college baseball has grawn
tremendously in recent years. For 10 points, name the
college that has won more Division 1 baseball titles than any
other school.
A: University of Southern California [USC]
This document, signed in 1122, settled the investiture
controversy when Emperor Henry V formally renounced his power
to invest bishops with ring and staff and Pope Calixtus II
recognized the emperor's right to be present and to invest
bishops with fiefs before or after their investment with ring
and staff by the church. For 10 points, name it,
A: The concordot of Worms
Extral Extra I Read all about it! Rome fallsi If you're
up on your ancient news, you'll gat 5 points a piece (for a
total of 30) for placing these events in the correct
chroni1ogical order: Pompey defeats Sertorius in Spain,
Crassus kiled in Battle of Carrhae, Formation of Second
Triumvirate, Caesar in Gaul, Tribunate of Gaius Gracchus, and
Sulla's march on Rome.
A: l} ~:ribunate of Gaius Gracchus "/
2) Sulla's march on ~ome~
3) pompey defeats Sertorius in Spain /
4) Caesar in Gaul
5) Crassus killed in Battle of Carrhae
6} Formation of Second Triumvirate /

,

11~
~.
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It was originally written for and performed by a grade
school class in England in 1968. Later it was adapted for a
larger stage production and went on to become a hit. It's
the older "brother" of "Cats", "Evita", and "The Phantom of
the Opera". For 10 points, name this biblical musical that
tells the story of a boy and his favorite outer garment.
A: -Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat-

yf

For 10 points, what was the name of the woman in Plato's
"Symposium" who lectured to Socrates on the nature of love.
A: Diotima
,...

/(')1
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If you know your mythology, you'll earn a quick ten
~~ints. What was the name of the legendary queen of Carthage

pi

A'

.!/

in Virgil I s epic, liThe Aneid l '?
A: Queen Dido

---

Hobbits and Wizards I Elves and Trolls! You fans of
Middle Earth perk up your ears. In "The Silmarillion" what
was Beren's nickname for Luthien, daughter of Malian? Answer
this correctly and you'll receive 10 points.

-

A: 'ri)luviel
~

Score a touchdown and kick a field goal. That1s the
For an easy teu, just tell me
which NFL head coach has coached in more super Bowls than any
other.
A: Don Shula (6)

hard way to get 10 points.

~ ,

I was a superior athlete when I competed. In fact,
sportscaster Howard Cosell has called mG ~he greatest athlete
of the 20th century. I passed away a few years ago, but in
my heydey in 1973 I won the Preakness, the Belmont Stakes,
and the Kentucky Derby, making me the last to win the triple
crown to this day. I was definitely a horse of a different
color although on the outside I appeared to be a normal brown
and black thoroughbred. For 10 points, who am I.
A:

1
.

Secretariat

1~ /Jews

On one night in November 1938, German persecution of the
took on a more forceful face when the government smashed
Jewish shop windows, and looted and burned Jewish homes and
Synogogues. FTP (the acronym for "for ten points"), what is
the name of this event, which in German means IInight of
glas s.. .
r
A: ltristalnacht
{,4.s-K&-('
YV\..fff€. m ~""'- I f .
I
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He lived from 1743 to 1803. He led the fight to drive
the French from Haiti by leading a group of black
revolutionaries against the government. He was eventually
captured in 1802 but his followers fought on and this
resistance helped the United States purchase the Lousiana
Territory from France. For 10 points, name him.
A: Toussaint L'Ouverture

-

/

~
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Herels your developmental Biology question for today.
For 20 points, all or none, simply give the name of the 3
basic embryologic tissues comnon to all animals.
A: Mesoderm

·iildoderm

CEotoderm

}
~
~

The effects of the drug Ibogaine include visions,

changes in perception of the environment, delusions, and
drowsiness. FTP, name the West African sh~~o that this drug
is derived from.
.

I

_

~

:'W:lalb::::::n:::::U:l would know the answer thTr

~to

this question. FTP name 1) the man known the
world over as the IIfather of blue grass music", and 2) the
name of his band.
A. 1)2i11 Monroe
2) (Bill Monroe) and his Bluegrass Boys

~

For a quick 10 points, name the 19th century
agricultural writer who wrote Facts for Farmers as well as
the novels The Will, The Last of the Buffaloes, a?d Me-won-i-

1r

.t.Q.C

p

I

A: Solon Robinson

~that

Y

{J !o?

For 30, 20, or 10 points, name me based on these things
I said:
1) "There are five methods of attacking with fire. The
first is to burn personnel; ehe second, to burn stores; the
third, to burn equipment; the fourth, to burn arsenals; the
fifth, to use incediary missiles".
2) IIFight downhill; do not ascend to attack".
3) IIKnow the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred
battles you will never be in peril. When you are ignorant of
the enemy but know yourself, your chances of winning and
losing are equal. If ignorant of the enemy and of yourself,
you are certain in every battle to be in peril
A: Sun Tzu
li

•

And the Oscar goes to ... This spring, Anthony Hopkins
stands a good chance of winning a best actor oscar for his
role as Hannibal lithe Cannibal Lector in the hit film liThe
Silence of the Lambs
This would be a :rare occurence since
there haven't been many actors who have won statues for roles
in IIhorror" films. The first came a long time ago in 1931-32
when this actor won for his lead role in a genuine "horror"
film. This year was also different because it marked the
first time 2 actors had tied for the award. First, for 20
points, name (1) this "horror ll act.or and the movie he won his
ll

ll

•

oscar for, and for an additional 10 points, name (2) the
actor who shared the best actor trophy with him that year and
the movie he won it for.
A: 1) Fredric Ma~ch= WDr. Jekyll and Mr.Hy4e2} Wallace Beery: "The Champlt

1l~/~~s.
~ He's
the <irst president of England's Royal Academy of
He also painted "Lady Elizabeth Delmi and Her
Children" . For 10 points, who is he?
A: Sir Joshua &eynolds

1A 1(

U

Here I s an EASY bonus. You all know who Andrew LLoyd
Webber is, now all you have to do is prove that you have some
concept of time relating to his works. For 25 points, all or
none, simply place these musicals in the correct
chronilogical order as to when they premiered: "Cats",
"Phantom of the Opera", "Stariight Express", "Evita",
"Aspects of Love", and "Jesus Christ Superstar".
A: l)Jesus Christ Superstar
4) Starlight Express
2)!vita
S)Phantom of the Opera
3)Cats
6)Aspects of Love

GI t, pointsGreek
Mythology Bonus! IdentifY this character for
after one clue, 20 after two, or 10 after three.

30

1) She had her daughter persephone taken from her by
Hades in a fit of love to his kingdom to be his queen.
2) She was able to get persephone back for only 6 months
out of the year because she had eaten 6 pomegranate seeds
while in captivity, and was required to remain in Hades one
month for every seed she ate.
3) She was the mother of the Earth, and myth says that
the reason we have Winter for half the year is because she is
mourning for daughter who is a prisoner in Hades.

{

1~r? who

~

Q ~

~:r::::wall

.: e
is nO\< history. Fo>: a QUick ten pointe,
was the last person killed going over the Berlin Wall.
A. Chris G~effroy
When is the last time that you flew the friendly skies?

Ul~ For 10 points each and an additional 5 points if you can name
them all correctly (a possible total of 35 points), give the
name of the city where each of the following airports is
located:
(1) Orly International
A: Paris
(2) Hopkins rnternational
A: Cleveland, Ohio
(3) Hartsfield International
A: Atlanta, Georgia

-

~

As

network
rank th
share p
A-

Watch out or you're gonna get wet! Excluding the Great
Lakes, for a QUick lO points, name the largest freshwater
lake solely in the United States.
A: Lake Iliamna (Alaska)

.

Nicknames are fun. For 5 points a piece, for a total of
give the state that goes with the nickname.
1) The Camellia state
2) The diamond state
3) The gem state
4) Old colony
- 5) The coyote state
6) Free state
A: 1} Alabama
4} Massachusetts
2) Delaware
5) South Dakota
3)

Ic1ah~

6) Maryland

{7,.,)

Russian civ majors listen up. You'll get 10 points for a
correct answer on this question. Who was the .first president
of the U.S.S.R.?
A~ Yakov Sverdlov
<"

[l3

\1pacts.TestForyour5 points
knowledge of American 19th century treaties or
a piece, with a possibility of 20,

identify the treaty or pact:
l} This executive agreernent between the U.S. and British
demilitarized the Great Lakes.
2) In this agreement, Spain gave up Florida and its
rights to the Pacific coast in return for the u.s. dropping
certain claims to Texas.
3) This agreement gave the U.S. most-favored nation
status in trade with China.
4) This agreement gave Americans its 1st formal right to
build an isthmian canal in Central America in 1850.
(Dates not necessary)
A: 1) Rush-Bagot Pact (of 1817)
2} Transcontinental Treaty (of 1821)
3) ~reaty of Wangxia
4} Clayton-Bulwer Treaty

13~

This Russian has been in the news a lot recently.
20 points, all or nothing, (l)who is Sergei Kukalev and
what is his "far-out" problem.
A! (l) Re's a soviet Cosmonaut
(2) He's ~tr
the M1r s ace station
orbit around the
"Stranded in space n
acceptable.) .

For
(2)

in
is

In fact,

(and yo
name ( )

viola
stan

~~

Vive la France I For 10 points, name the current French
territorial possession in North America that is the last
remnant of their North American holdings.
A: St. Pierre Islan~s (MiQuelon and st. Pierre)

~2/(

y

The Fourth circuit court of Appeals recently struck down
an African-American only scholarship. For 10 points each (a
total of 30 points if you name them all), name (1) the
plaintiff, (2) the defendant, and (3) the scholarship that
was disallowed.
A: 1) Dennis podberesky
2) the University of Marylan4
3} the Benjamin BanneK!r Scholarship

~~1[

Stu Redman, Harold Lauder, Frannie Goldsmith, Larry
underwood, Randall Flagg (the dark man), and Mother Abagail.
These are all characters in a 1978 book about a plague that
accidentally is released from a Army lab and kills 99.4% of
the u.s, population. During the course of the story the
oharacters have the Barna dreams that motivate them to
coalesce in Boulder, co and Las Vegas, NV. For 10 points,
name this Stephen King novel, considered by his fans to be

,

his best, that he re-released ·in 1990 in an expanded format
with over 500 extra pages that were deleted from the original
text.
A: The Stand

~ VV

Gisele is a rather "saintly" name, don't you agree?

For

10 points each (and a grand total of 30), name (1) the saint

who was married to Blessed Gisela, {2} the son (also a saint)
of Blessed GiSele, and (3) the saint day of Blessed Gisele.
A: l)St. Stephen of Hungary [MUST INCLUDB HUNGAR~l
2)

st.

3)

Ma.y 7-

Emeric·

1311~

Let's take a peek in the medicine cabinet. For 5 points
apiece (and a possible total of 30), name (a) what diseases
or infections the following drugs are famous for combatting
and (b) the pharmaceutical company that makes each.
(1) Retrovir
A: a) AIDS

b) Burroughs-Wellcome

A: a) AIDS

b) 5ristol-Myers Squibb

(2) Videx

---.

(3) zovirax-

A: a) Herpes b)

-

Burrou~hs-WellcomQ

EveL;(One should know that Brian Mulroney is the Prime
Minister of canada. But (for 10 points) can you tell me the
name of the current Governor General of Canada?
A:
Jeanne Sauve
f,(

1;q For

He was the first chief minister in the House of Commons.
a quick 10 points, name him.
A: Sir aobe~t Walpole

..

.. ,

B24. Big Ten Basketball! Dipsy-do, Dunkaroo! Besides Indiana,
which has won 5 titles, 4 other teams have won the NCAA
national basketball championship. You'll get five points a
piece for naming the year each Big Ten team given won the
NCAA championship.
1)
Michigan state
1979
2)
Wisconsin
1941
3)
Michigan
1989
4)
Ohio state
1960
B25. Identify the President from excerpts from his writings and
speeches.
1.

This is not a day of triumph; it is a day of
dedication. Here muster, not the forces of party; but
the forces of humanity.

2.

Whenever there is anything really difficult to be done
in the nation, Princeton and Princeton men will have to
be consulted for advice and counsel.

3.

The program of the world's peace ... is our program; and
that program, the only possible program, as we see it,
is this:
I. Open covenants of peace, openly arrived at ...

Thomas Woodrow Wilson (First Inaugural Address, 1913;
Address to Princeton undergrads, 1905; Fourteen Points,
1918)

